CBAG BIBLIOGRAPHY
Books about Death & Grief: Written for Children


7. **Death Is Hard To Live With.** Janet Bode. (To order, call Companion Books, (828) 675-5909.) A survival guide for teens utilizing cartoons to communicate information about grief.

8. **Fall of Freddie the Leaf.** Leo Buscaglia. The story of life, death and the changing seasons of life. Less concrete and more spiritually oriented.

9. **Fire in My Heart, Ice in My Veins, a Journal for Teenagers Expressing a Loss.** Enid Samuel Traisman, MSW, Centering Corporation. (To order, call Companion Books at (828) 675-5909.)

10. **Gentle Willow. A Story for Children about Dying.** Joyce C. Mills, Ph.D. Magination Press, New York, 1993. Amanda is upset that she is going to lose her friend, Gentle Willow, but learns that there are special ways of saying goodbye. Ages 4 through 10.

11. **Geranium Morning.** E. Sandy Powell. Carol Rhoda Books, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1990. Two friends, whose parents die, one suddenly in an accident and one by illness, learn to deal with their grief. Ages six through ten.


25. Where Is Grandpa? T.A Barron, 2000. Philomel Books, 345 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014. As his family reminisces after grandfather’s death, a boy realizes that grandfather is still with him in all the special places they shared.)